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DIFFEOMORPHISMS HOMOTOPIC TO THE IDENTITY

BY

EDWARD C. TURNER(l)

ABSTRACT. In this paper, an inductive procedure for describing the group

of isotopy classes of null homotopic diffeomorphisms of a manifold is devel-

oped—this process depends on the handlebody structure of the manifold. This

group is also shown to be finitely generated and in many cases abelian.

0. Introduction. We present an inductive procedure for describing the group

VÍM) of isotopy classes of diffeomorphisms of a simply connected manifold that

yields particularly strong information about the subgroup VnÍM)  homotopic

to 1 (1 = the identity). A "resolution" of §niM) is obtained which relates the

calculation of VniM) to groups of framed knots and homotopy problems. (We use

i) and G> to denote spaces of diffeomorphisms and embeddings and V and E to

denote the sets of isotopy classes.) This resolution is applied in [T] to describe

a family of manifolds with finite diffeomorphism groups. We also show that

VniM) is finitely generated (even if íTj(M) 4 0) and in many cases in^M) = 0

and dim ÍM) odd) is abelian. The development is straightforward and requires

only one deep result, the following corollary of a theorem of Browder [B].

Theorem. If Nn~k C Mn, M is 2-connected, N simply connected and k>3,

then if defflíM), d\N is isotopic to the inclusion, modulo local knotting.

The procedure starts with a handlebody resolution of M (which we assume

to be minimal)

D" = M0CA11C...C Ai/ = M,

and the associated chain of subgroups

íD(Dn) = íD(M0)C...CÍD(M/) = íD(M)
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490 E. C. TURNER

where S)(M.) is the group of diffeomorphisms of A1¿ which are 1 on dMi and

S(Mf) C ®(AlJ+j) is the extension by 1 over the handle. In §1, we show that

J)(M¿) is fibered over an appropriate space of embeddings with -D(Ail-_ j) as fiber.

Taking components,

Tn+l = n0iViM0)) -»-► "„(COW,)) = nQÍVÍM))

has cokernels which are sets of isotopy classes of embeddings. Unless strong

restrictions are put on the manifold, these sets are very hard to calculate. How-

ever, if we make the requirement that everything be homotopic to 1 (indicated by

a superscript 77) the cokernels can be described in terms of framed knots, about

which much is known, and homotopy terms. This description is presented in §2.

In §3, we adopt a different viewpoint and prove that VniM) is finitely generated

and often abelian.

All manifolds will be assumed to be connected and simply connected and dif-

feomorphisms to be C°°. Unless stated to the contrary, all diffeomorphisms are

the identity on the boundary. The author wishes to thank his colleagues, partic-

ularly Dennis Sullivan, for many helpful discussions, and the reviewer for his

suggestions concerning §3.

1. The fibrations. Let N"   and Mm be compact C00 manifolds (possibly

with boundary) and N   be a closed (n — l)-dimensional submanifold of dN. If i:

N —> M is a specific embedding then

&.ÍN, M) = {embeddings h: N-* M\h = i on N' and h~lidM) = A/'}

with the C* topology, 2 < k < 00. e¿(/V, M) is a Hubert manifold if 2 < k < 00 and

a F rechet manifold if k = 00—as the homotopy type of &t-(iV, M) does not depend

on k, and we are interested only in homotopy results, we will choose k to suit

the needs of the moment. Notice that for k < 00, ©^(/V, M) has a natural metric and

so is paracompact. In the case that N = M, N  = dM and i is the inclusion,

© .(/V, M) = 3)(Ai), the diffeomorphisms of M modulo dM.

Now suppose i : N —► Al is a specific embedding in fe^/V, Al) and R: ÍD(Al) —►

^¿(/V, M) by restriction; i.e., R(/) = f °T. Then

Theorem 1.1: R is a locally trivial fibration.

Using the Hubert (or Fréchet) manifold descriptions and fairly direct gen-

eralizations of techniques of Palais (see, e.g., [P]) the local product structure

can be described in terms of vector field extensions. To show that it is a fibra-

tion, however, requires only the verification of what Hu calls the "polyhedral

covering homotopy property" [H, p. 63] which follows from a slight generaliza-

tion of the isotopy extension theorem.
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2. The exact sequences. We will use the fibration of §1 to analyze the group

VniM)— see below for a definition. In this section we describe how the addition

of a handle affects this group. For the remainder of this section we adopt the fol-

lowing notation (see picture): 77. = Dk x Dn-fe, d+H. = Dk x S"-*-1, a: Sk~l x

Dn_* —► dM is some embedding, m = M ua 77., i : 77* —» M is inclusion, ¿j =

T | f3+77t, i' m T\ 0 x Sn~k- \ i" = T 10 x Z)"-*. We say that AÍ is obtained from

M by addition of a handle of index k.

M M
Diagram 1

Definition 2.1. /0, fl ee¿(7V, AI) are homotopic relative to i if there exists

a homotopy ft between them such that ft\ N = i fot all t.

ë?(AÎ) = \h e ëX.77^, Á1)| h is homotopic to i   relative to i],

3)nÍM) = \fe 3)(m)\ f is homotopic to 1 relative to llofö},

êT,(Al) = Jg e ë4 ÍD"~k, m)\ g is homotopic to i" relative to i'].

iDff(M) has an analogous definition. We abbreviate ÎF = 2)ff(M), 3)ff = íD^Al),

ëT = ëT(Al), ë^i = ëTi(Al) and similarly without the superscript. If dM = 0 the

homotopy conditions on S17 read "homotopic to the identity." j)7' is a group:

for if F, G: M x / —» Al x 7 are homotopies from 1 to / and g respectively, then

F ° G and F      are such homotopies for f° g and /    . Here, F~    denotes a

homotopy inverse for F on ÍM x 7, fXAl x 7)) which exists by the following argu-

ment: F induces isomorphisms on the homotopy of M x I and <3(A1 x 7) and there-

fore, by the five lemma, on that of (Al x 7, <?(A1 x /)). Then by the Whitehead

theorem, F is a relative-homotopy equivalence.
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Theorem 2.2. (a) 3) C & -Ü+ g. ¿s a fibration.,

(b) 2 C 3> -» &¡ isa fibration (this defines 3.), and S)* C 2. (g = *„(?).)

Proof, (a) is a special case of 1.1. The fiber is not exactly 3) but {/eiD 1/

extends to a diffeomorphism of Al |. However, these spaces are homotopy equivalent

and by recent results of [H & S] are therefore homeomorphic.

(b) That the fibration of (a) restricts to this fibration follows from the local

product structures on base and total space.

In order to understand the step from V to V , we consider a portion of the

homotopy exact sequence V —» V —» E and look for information about E.  This is

very hard to come by unless the handle has high index (and therefore low dimen-

sional transverse disc). Consideration of (b) is suggested by Browder's homotopy

characterization of isotopic embeddings in [B]. The situation is described by the

following angle exact diagram (a diagram will be said to be angle exact if it is

exact through each nonstraight angle):

■+Q ■±Vn

n0ÍR)

Q/V" E

Diagram A

It is the term EJ that Browder's result enables us to calculate. In the remainder

of §2, we discuss primarily the map n0iR), whose image can be described in

terms of groups of framed knots. Q/V has the following homotopy characteriza-

tion: Let K(Al) denote the homotopy equivalences of Al relative (pointwise) to

dM. Then

3)(M)-> 3)00

K(Al) -►KGí)

commutes (all maps inclusions) with J- = ketib °a), 3f = ker a. Therefore,

a/3)nAl) « Q/DniM) « Image (a) n ker(è).

This term is finitely generated (a fact that follows from §3) but can be effectively

calculated only if Al retracts to Al.
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The first step in understanding 7r0(7?) is

Theorem 3.4. ë-»ë.i 072«" ë?—»ë?. are locally trivial fibrations with

fiber F, rr^F) as rr{       ASOk). [S restricts an embedding of 77. to one of Ox D"    .]

Proof. That S is a fibration in both cases is proven from Palais' lemma [P] using

the fact that ëf and ë;. are 2) spaces (respectively ë?» and ë? are 3F spaces) and R

is equivariant with respect to this action. Then F = [h e 7f.| h | 0 x D"-* = ¿ 10 x D"~*}.

FcanbeexpressedasF«C°°((Dn--*. S"-*"1), (GL(tj), id)) x F' where F' =

\h e P\ dh 10 x D""* = dî 10 x Dn~k] as follows: for ae CaaiiDn-k. S""*"1), ÍGLÍn), id))

let h a: 77. —» M be 7> (x, y) = ¿(<x(y)(x), y); then i corresponds to ídh.h-, ,   ° i).
* W/b|oxDn-*)

Assertion.  F   is contractible.

Let A = {g e F' | g(D* x D"-*) C ¿(D* x D"~*)}. We first contract F# to A

and then contract A to a point. Let yt be an isotopy such that .y0 = 1 and

¿(D* x Dn~k) C 77 = yj(int(D*) x Dn~*).

For í e 7, define

TVt = \iu, v)\ \\u\\ < t or \\v\\ >l-t]CHk

and

m(g)=maxii|g(N)C77}.

Diagram 2

772 is a positive lower semicontinuous function ím~ ib, 1] is oben for all b)

since if 772(g) = q, g (TV      ) C IT for ||g - g || < e. Since e¿ is paracompact, there

is a continuous function eig) such that 0 < eig) < 772(g) for all g. (We use the

C* topologies for this argument.)
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A contraction of F' into A can be described as follows: Let big, v) be a

continuous fnrction on F* x D"-*, C°° in v, such that

hig, v) = f (g)   if ||y|| < 1 - eig),

Mg,t/) = 1        ifl|y|| = l,

and h(ig, y) = (1- t)hig, v) + t be an isotopy between h0 = b and hfy, y) = 1

(note that htíg, v) > 0);- then

rtig)iu, v) = gíhl_tíg, v)u, v)

and Ctig) = yt °C1ig). Then Ci(g)(/7fe) C Í/ since (i0(g. w)z/, v)eg(D* x D""*)

*~dso 'ZtigYfiJCUflj.
Finally   A can be contracted to i bv

dtig)iu, v) = ¿Kl -t)rlgiu, (1 - f)v),      0 < t < 1,

d^g)iu,v) = z'(zz, v),

where r(t)(u, v) = (a, v//). The continuity of d( lollows irom standard techniques,

using the fact that dh = dg on Ox Dn~k. This completes the proof of the asse.

tion. That F has homotopy groups as claimed is now clear:

rr.ÍF) ~ nkC°ÍÍDn-k, S""*-1), GLÍ„), id))

etn^wiGLUitian^^iSOj.

Definition 2.5. Let

A = g*(D* x Dn~k),      B = &fiDk x Dn' k)

and C be the fiber of the restriction map B —£-» A.  (B and A are knots and

framed knots respectively in the handlç /Vfe.)

For any M, M and i as in 2.1, there is an inclusion A -2-» fe^ given by

«(/) = i ° f which is a fiber map giving the top two squares of the following com-

mutative diagram.

rr0iC) -L+ n0ÍF)

i

ttAb) -^     E»

i

noiA)-ï-+    E?,

I i

The images of b and a ate those knots and framed knots in Al admitting

representatives in the handle Hk. The vertical maps in the bottom square are the
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classifiers of normal bundles (over (D"~*, S""**1)) and the square commutes

since a does not alter normal bundles. The vertical sequences are exact at

?70(A) and E?. since the obstruction to obtaining the desired extensions are ex-

actly the normal bundles.

Lemma 2.6. For k>3,

(i) c ¿s an isomorphism,

ín)"0ÍB)*FCk_k,

(iii) n0iA) * C*.fc.

(Recall: C*_fe = E(S"-*. Sn~k x Dk) and FCk_k nADitiiSn-k Dk))

where here Diff means that the boundary is fixed as a set, but not necessarily

point wise.)

Proof, (i) From 2.4, 770(F)=¿ 770(C)ä ^„-fc^O^) and it is not hard to see

that the inclusion induces an isomorphism.

(ii) A map v: n0ÍA) —, FCk_k is given as follows: for f eA, f:Dk x Dn~k

-»D*xDn-*

DkxSn~k a DkxD"~h U   DKXD"
L

n — k

+
a h,

Dk x S"~k at Dk x Dn"k      U    DkxD"~k

aV

/ is well defined since f\Dkx Sn~k~1 = 1; then vi[f]) = [/"]. Standard tech-

niques (see, e.g., [Ha 1]) show that v is well defined on 770(A) and is an iso-

morphism.

(iii) Same as (ii) without the framing.

We therefore have a diagram

77     ASO)
n-k       k

FC
n-k

'n-k

-» E*7«-

-^

ttAr)      ̂
Vu

\-kJSOk>

Diagram 3
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(The left vertical sequence is the usual one relating framed and unframed knots.)

It is here that we can use Browder's result.

Theorem. // Al is 2-connected, f: Nn~k —» Ai, k > 2, rr^N) = 0 and d: M -+ Al

z's a diffeomorphism homotopic to 1, then d ° f and f are isotopic modulo local

knotting: i.e., for some knotted D"~* in Dn and f   differing from f by exactly

that knot near some point, f  is isotopic to d ° f.

Proof. The data for Browder's theorem are:

vif)-pvidof)

U u

v0if)->v0idof)

n n

M _ fiN)-Í-». M-do fiN)

which fit together to give a": Al —» Al. iv and vQ denote normal disc and sphere

bundles respectively.) As d is assumed to be homotopic to 1 and the necessary

homology conditions follow from the connectivity, the result follows.

Theorem 2.7. In Diagram 3

Image (j7q(R)) C Image (ß)

if TTjtAi) = jr^dAI) = 7T2(M) = 0.

Proof. It suffices to show that a is onto Image (p ° 7r0(i?)): a diagram chas-

ing argument then shows that b is onto Image ín0ÍR)). Notice that in the meta-

stable range ik > in/3) + 1) there is no problem—all homotopies can be replaced by

isotopies and EJ, = 0. In general, though, we need Browder's result, whose term-

inology we now adopt. The group / = ]ÍDn~ , Sn-*-1) (we are in the relative,

case) is C*   i and the statement that two embeddings in &li ate isotopic (same

as pseudo-isotopic by [C] since Al is simply connected) under the action of / is

equivalent to saying that they differ by an element of Image (a). But the above re-

sult shows that any element in qF> differs from inclusion by local knotting-thus

every element is in Image (a).

For a description of II0(27,r)/II0(ÍJ,r), then, we are left with the problem of

understanding U0iQ)/U0iVn)- If Al retracts to Al, this can be done. See [T].

3. Finite generation and commutativity. The inductive procedure of §2 can

be applied to show that Vn{M) is finitely generated (if tr^i'A) = 0). This and

more can be shown in more generality by relating VWÍM) to an exact sequence
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from the theory of surgery. (The author is indebted to the reviewer for suggesting

this approach.)

Definition. bÍ¡ÍM) = {77: AI x 7 -> Ai x 7| 77 | Al x 0 U ¿Al x 7 = 1, 77|Alx7e 3)(Al)

and 77 is a simple homotopy equivalence] and hVÍM) = jt0(íÍD(A1)). Then hViM)

is a group under composition and the restriction 77 —* H \M x 1 defines an epimor-

phism

ft:hVÍM)-*VnÍM)

where QniM) is defined in the nonsimply connected case with homotopies that are

simple homotopy equivalences. (If one does not make such a restriction, the re-

sults are complicated-in a rather obvious way by obstructions in Whin AM)).) Let

j C hj)ÍM) denote the set of diffeomorphisms (i.e. pseudo-isotopies) and P be the

image of 7r0(iP) —» hVÍM). Then ftiP) is subgroup of VnÍM) consisting of those

diffeomorphisms pseudo-isotopic to 1, so VnÍM)/ftÍP) is a subgroup of the "con-

cordance homotopy group" 7r0(Diff: Al) in the notation of [ABK]. Other notation

in this section will be as in [W],

Theorem 3.1  There are exact sequences

(a) 0 -» P -» hVÍM) -2+ S[A1 x 7] -, 0.

(b) L„+1(7r1(A1)) — S[A1 x 7] — [2A1, G/0] — L^iM)).

The corollaries exploit the fact that [2A1, G/0] is a finitely generated abelian

group since 7r*(G/0) is of finite type, G/0 is an 77-space and Al is compact.

Corollary 1. If Ln  .(tr^M)) is finitely generated (e.g. if irAM) is finite or

finitely generated abelian) then VnÍM)/ftíP) is finitely generated.

Corollary 2. If n^M) = 0, then VnÍM)/bPn^2 is finitely generated abelian

where bPn+2 C T t —,VniM). Thus, if n is odd, VniM) is finitely generated

abelian.

Proofs. The corollaries follow easily from the theorem, using the facts that

for JTjiAl) = 0, P = 0; ¿PB+2 = dLn+2i0); and the diagram

hViM)

bP «
n+2 ft

'VniM)

commutes. Sequence (b) is a central result of surgery theory; see, e.g., [W, p. 112].

The map a of a sequence is onto by the following argument: any smoothing

in S[A1 x 7] is represented by a simple homotopy equivalence L —► Al x 7 and, by

the s-cobordism theorem, L must be diffeomorphic Al x 7; composing with this
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diffeomorphism gives an equivalent smoothing M x I —► Al x /; further composi-

tion with (/ I M x 0)~ 'xl gives a representative whose class is clearly in the

image of ex. The kernel of a is P by definition of S[A1 x /]. The only point that

requires checking is that a is a homomorphism. If //j, //- e hViM), then H, is

equivalent to Hl   concentrated on Al x [1/2, 1] (and 1 on Al x [0, 1/2]) and H2 to

an H'2  concentrated on Alx[0, 1/2] (and(//2'|Alxl)x 1 on Al x [1/2, l])-then H2°H2'

amounts to "stacking" the smoothings Hl and H2, which is the group operation

in o[Al x /]. ÍRemark. The existence of inverses for this operation is not obvious-

it follows from either sequence (a) or (b).)
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